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Limitations of Procedures

he third major part of research reports is the methodology or metkods section. As noted in Chapter 1, the first subsection of the
methodology section usually describes the subjects from whom data are
collected. The manner in which subjects are selected has important implications for identiwng factors that affect subject performance and for
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generalizing the results. Hence it is necessary to understand who the
subjects are and how they were selected.

INTRODUCTION TO SAMPLING
What Is a Subject?
A subject is an individual who participates in a research study or is some- subject: person from ,++,om data
one from whom data are collected. In experiments, for example, each are collected.
person who is given a treatment and whose behavior is measured is considered to be a subject. The term subject may also identify individuals
whose behavior, past or present, is used as data, without their involvement in some type of treatment or intewention. For instance, a researcher might use last year’s fourth-grade test scores as data, and each
fourth-grader included is considered to be a subject. In qualitative research individuals are identified as patiicipants rather than subjects.

What Is a Population?
A popuMion is a group of elements or cases, whether individuals, ob. ~opu~ion: PWSOW to whom
jects, or events, that conform to specific criteria and to which we intend IwItS can be generalized.
to generalize the results of the research. This group is also referred to as
the target p+~lation or ulziuene. The specification of the population begins with the research problem and review of literature, through which
a population is described conceptually or in broad terms, for example,
seventh-grade students, beginning teachers, principals, special education teachers, and so forth. A more specific definition is then needed,
based on demographic characteristics. These characteristics are sometimes referred to as delimitingvariables. For example, in a study of firstgrade minority students, there are three delimiting characteristics: students, first grade (age), and minority. Further delimiting variables
should be added to provide as precise a definition as possible. What
about geographic region, socioeconomic status, gender, type of community, and types of schools? Are both public and private students included? How is “minority” defined? It is also important to distinguish
the target population from a list of elements from which a group of sub
jects is selected, which is termed the surv~ population or samplingframe.
In a study of beginning teachers, the target population may be beginning teachers across the United States, in all wes of schools. The survey
population may be a list of beginning teachers that was obtained from
four states. Although the intent may be all beginning teachers, the resuits are limited, or delimited, to beginning teachers in the four states.
Thus, generalization from subjects to populations should be based on
the survey population.
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What Is a Sample?
The sample is the group of elements, or a single element, from which Sample: Group of subjects from
data are obtained. Although the phrase “the sample included .” is whom data are collected.
used to indicate the characteristics of the people or events in the sarnple, the nature of the sampling procedure is usually described by one or
more adjectives, such as random sampling or stratified random sampling.
These types of sampling procedures are defined, with illustrations from
actual studies, in the following section. It is important for the researcher
to define as specifically as possible both the sampling procedure and the
characteristics of the sample used in the study. Here is an example of a
good description of the sample.

.

:
I

.~,:_“
. .,y ,,,;

2.

1:.

_.

_.
,..

,;

The sample for this study consisted of n&e se&h-grade. &thematics .?:
teachers and their students. All teachers had vOlUnteered fat the study’ ;
; and each teacher received a 5100 stipend. The teachers.taught in four :;
public schools in a medium-sized Western city, a low-middle to middle :$
class community with a small proportion of minorities. Accordirig to a . . ,t
) school district brochure, the district had apptOXimately 32,000 students :
;) in 42 elementary schools, 9 middle schools, and 9 high schools during ‘:
.;
the school year the study was conducted.
The ciass sizes ranged from 16 to 34. There’were 5 femb? and 4 .‘.<
male teachers. The teachers had an average of approximately 11 years of ‘;
f teaching experience (range = 2-26). Of these 11 years, 8 were as math : ;
: teachers (range 2 = 22) and 6 were as middle-school math teachers .:
(range = 2-10). All had secondary cettification, and 4 had Master’s de-, .::
grees in Administration. One of the teachers had a matlI major in college, .::
6 a math minor, and 2 had no special training in math.” (Bur “sand Lash. ,:
:

1986,

p.

395)

.I

:’

TYPES OF SAMPLING PROCEDURES
The purpose of sampling is to obtain a group of subjects who will be
representative of the larger population or will provide specific information needed. The degree of representativeness is based on the sampling
technique employed. I will first describe different sampling procedures
and then consider the strengths and weaknesses of each in obtaining a
representative sample.

Probability Sampling
In social science and educational research it is usually impractical and
unnecessary to measure all the elements in the population of interest.
Typically, a relatively small number of subjects or cases is selected from
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the larger population. The goal is to select a sample that will adequately
represent the population, so that what is described in the sample will
also be true of the population. The best procedure for selecting such a
sample is to use probability sampling, a method of sampling in which Probablllty sampling: Known
the subjects are selected randomly in such a way that the researcher Probability of selection from the
knows the probability of selecting each member of the population. p o p u l a t i o n .
Random selection implies that each member of the population as a
whole or of subgroups of the population has a” equal chance of being
selected. As long as the number of cases selected is large enough,
it is likely that a very small percentage of the population, represented
by the sample, will provide a” accurate description of the entire
population.
It should be noted, however, that there is always some degree of
error in sampling, and that error must be considered in interpreting the
results of the sample. In probability sampling this calculation can be
made very precisely with some statistical procedures. Consider a population of 1,000 third-graders, from which you will select randomly 5 percent, or 50, to estimate the attitudes of all the third-graders toward
school. If the attitude score was 75 for the sample of 50 subjects, 75 can
be used to estimate the value for the entire population of third-graders.
However, if another sample of 50 students is selected, their score might
be a little different, say 73. Which one is more correct? Since all 1,000
students have not been tested to obtain the result we do not know for
sure, but the results can be used to estimate the error in sampling. This
is basically the technique that political polls follow when it is reported
that the vote is 45 percent + 3. The plus or minus 3 is the estimate of error in sampling.
There are many types of probability sampling procedures. You will
probably encounter four types in educational research: simple random,
systematic, stratified, and cluster.
Simple Random Sampling In simple random sampling evely member
of the population has a” equal and independent chance of being selected for the sample. This method is often used with a small number in
the population, for example, putting the names or numbers of all population members in a hat and drawing some out as the sample. If way
member of the population can be assigned a different number, a table
of random numbers can identify the population members that will
make up the sample. This approach is not convenient if the population
is large and not numbered. The most common way of selecting a random sample from a large population is by computer. There are computer programs that will assign numbers to each element in the population, generate the sample numbers randomly, and then print out the
names of the people corresponding to the numbers.

Simple random sampling:

Each member of the population
has the same probability of being
selected.
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Simple random sampling is illustrated in the following study of
mothers’strategies for influencing their children’s schooling.

mothers provided by the principal of the school.” (Baker and SteVensQn,
:‘: 1986, p. 157)
:,

Systematic Sampling In systematic sampling every nth element is se- systematic sampling: Every
lected from a list of all elements in the population, beginning with a tih member of the population is
randomly selected element. Thus, if there is a need to select 100 sub- selected.
jects from a population of 50,000, every nth element would correspond
to every 500th subject. The first element is selected randomly. In this example that would be some number between 1 and 500. Suppose 240
were randomly selected as a starting point. The first subject chosen for
the sample would be the 240th name on a list, the next subject would be
the 74Oth, then the 1,24Oth, and so on until 100 subjects were selected.
Systematic sampling is virtually the same as simple random sampling. It
is certainly much more convenient.
There is a possible weakness in systematic sampling if the list of
cases in the population is arranged in a systematic pattern. For instance,
if a list of fourth-graders in a school division is arranged by cla.ssroom
and students in the classrooms are listed from high to low ability, there
is a cyclical pattern in the list (referred to as ~tiodicit~). If every nth sub
ject that is selected corresponds to the pattern, the sample would represent only a certain level of ability and would not be representative of the
population. Alphabetical lists do not usually create periodicity and are
suitable for choosing subjects systematically.
Stratified Sampling A modification of either simple random or systematic sampling is first to divide the population into homogeneous subgroups and then select subjects from each subgroup, using simple random or systematic procedures, rather than the population as a whole.
This is termed stratified sampling. The strata are the subgroups. Strati- Stratified sampling: Subjects are
fied sampling is used primarily for two reasons. First, as long as the sub- selected from Strata or groups of
groups are identified by a variable related to the dependent variable in the population.
the research (e.g., socioeconomic status in a study of achievement) and
results in more homogeneous groups, the sample will be more representative of the population than if taken from the population as a
whole. This result reduces error and means that a smaller sample can be
chosen.

I
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Second, stratified sampling is used to ensure that an adequate
number of subjects is selected from different subgroups. For example, if
a researcher is studying beginning elementary school teachers and believes that there may be important differences between male and female
teachers, using simple random or systematic sampling would probably
not result in a sufficient number of male teachers to study the differences. It would be necessary in this situation tint to stratify the population of teachers into male and female teachers and then to select sub
jects from each subgroup. The samples can be selected in one of two
ways. A proportional stratified sample, or propwtiona2 allocation, is used
when the number of subjects selected from each stratum is based on the
percentage of subjects in the population that have the characteristic
used to form the stratum. Thus, in the previous example, if 5 percent of
the population of elementary teachers is male, 5 percent of the sample
would also be male teachers.
A second approach is to take the same number of subjects from
each stratum, regardless of the percentage of subjects from each stratum in the population. This method is used often because it ensures
that a sufEcient number of subjects will be selected from each stratum.
For instance, if only 10 percent of a population of 200 elementary teachers are male, a proportional sample of 40 would include only 4 male
teachers. To study male teachers it would be better to include all 20
male teachers in the population for the sample and randomly select 20
female teachers. This sampling procedure is referred to as disproportional because the number of subjects in the sample from each subgroup is not proportional to the percentage of the subgroups in the
population. Disproportional stratified sampling is not limited to taking
the same number of subjects from each subgroup. When disproportional sampling is used the results of each stratum need to be weighted
to estimate values for the population as a whole.
In the following example disproportional stratified sampling ensures that the same number of first and third graders are selected randomly.

2, age, 8 years, 8 months) were randomly selected.” (Clements and Nas-‘.‘:,::
.: :
:: .tasi;l988, p. 93)
_ .:::
;
:
:
‘,.
__
.’
,.;
Stratified random sampling is illustrated in Figure 4.1. In this example the population is divided first into three different age groups,
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then by gender. Once the groups are stratified by gender, random samples are selected from each of the six subgroups.
Cluster Sampling When it is impossible or impractical to sample individual elements from the population as a whole, usually when there is
no exhaustive list of all the elements, cluster sampling is used. Cluster
sampling involves the random selection of naturally occurring groups or
areas and then the selection of individual elements from the chosen
groups or areas. Examples of naturally occurring groups would be universities, schools, school divisions, classrooms, city blocks, and households. For example, if there is a need to survey a state for the television
viewing habits of middle school students, it would be cumbersome and
difficult to select children at random from the state population of all
middle-schoolers. A clustering procedure could be employed by first
listing all the school divisions in the state and then randomly selecting
30 school divisions from the list. One middle school could then be selected from each division, and students selected randomly from each
school. This is a multistage clustering procedure. Although cluster sampling saves time and money, the results are less accurate than other random sampling techniques.
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Nonprobability Sampling
In many research designs it is either unfeasible or unnecessary to obtain
a probability sample. In these situations a nonprobability sample is used.
A nonprobability sample is one in which the probability of including
population elements is unknown. Usually, not every element in the population has a chance of being selected. It is also quite common for the
population to be the same as the sample, in which case there is no immediate need to generalize to a larger population. In fact you will find
that much of the educational research reported in journals, especially
experimental studies, uses a group of subjecw that has not been selected
from a larger population.

Nonprobability sample: Probabil-

ity of selection not known.

Convenience Sampling A convenience sample is a group of subjects se- Convenience sample: Nonprobalected because of availability, for example, a university class of a profes- bility available sample.
sor conducting some research on college students, classrooms of teachers enrolled in a graduate class, schools of principals in a workshop,
people who decide to go to the mall on Saturday, or people who respond to an advertisement for subjects. There is no precise way of generalizing from a convenience sample to a population. Also, the nature
of the convenience sample may bias the results. For example, if the
available sample for studying the impact of college is the group of
alumni who return on alumni day, their responses would probably be
quite different from those of all alumni. Similarly, research on effective
teaching that depends on teachers in a particular geographic area, because they are available, may result in different findings than research
done in other geographic areas.
Although we need to be very way of convenience samples, often
this is the only type of sampling possible, and the primary purpose of
the research may not be to generalize but to better understand relationships that may exist. Suppose a researcher is investigating the relationship between creativity and intelligence, and the only available sample is
a single elementary school. The study is completed, and the resulu indicate a moderate relationship: Children who have higher intelligence
tend to be more creative than children with lower intelligence. Because
there was no probability sampling, should we ignore the findings or suggest that the results are not valid or credible? That decision seems overly
harsh. It is more reasonable to interpret the results as valid for children
similar to those studied. For example, if the school serves a low socioeconomic area, the results will not be as useful as those from a school
that sewes all socioeconomic levels. The decision is not to dismiss the
findings but to limit them to the type of subjects in the sample. As more
and more research accumulates with different convenience samples, the
overall credibility of the results is enhanced.
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Although it is not common for a researcher to state explicitly that
a convenience sample was used, it will be obvious from the subjects sub
section of the article. If some type of probability sampling procedure
was used it will be described. Thus, in the absence of such particulars
you can assume that the sample was an available one. The following examples are typical.
.:_‘
”.>:_;..:_:,: .,_:,_ ._.: I ..,. *_: : ._.‘
I :..

..:-

s:.donvenl~n~~.Sarnpi~ )‘)

,~j~,“Participants in the study were sixth grade stud& e&&U in f&r classes “”
::: at a public school in a suburb north of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Of the total ‘!
?‘:.:number. 65 students were bovs and 56 were eirls. From the oool of 121
!:.:,,subjects, 7 were not included in the tinal analy& for various reasons, leav :
‘., ,(
;. : ing 114 subjects.” (Carrier and Williams, 1988, pp. 291-292)

, “Twelve volunteer third-grade teachers and their students participated in :
;;: the study. The teachers were employed in 10 public schools located in 1
:, ‘three school districts in suburban areas of northern California.” (Mitman. ‘<
.‘,:
$ .. 1985, p. 151)
:j “The initial group of subjects in-‘this study was composed of 42 under- i
1’. graduate secondary education students majoring in a variety of disci- I.
$1: plines, They were about to be placed in classrooms to student teach for ::
8,~.‘..their first semester. Thirty-five of these students also participated in the !
?~.‘.concluding part of the experiment at the end of the semester, following a ,:
!:: lOweek student teaching experience.” (Tiene and Buck, 1987, p, 262). “;

:‘.‘: “The study was conducted in a school system of approximately 2,800
:.;:elementary school students attending 6 schools. All kindergarten and
:. first grade teachers using intraclassroom ability grouping were asked to
:~;,patticipate. Of 22 teachers invited to .participate, 20 agreed and were
:__ subsequently observed.” (Haskins, Walden and Ramey, 1983, pp.
-, 8 6 7 - 8 6 8 )

2
.a

;
t
_:

.’
P~rposl~e Sampling In purposive sampling (sometimes referred to as ~uqxxive sampling: Selection of
pwposeful, judgmat or judgmental sampling) the researcher selects par- P articularly informative or useful
tic&r elements from the population that will be representative or in- ‘Wects.
formative about the topic. Based on the researcher’s knowledge of the
population, ajudgment is made about which cases should be selected to
provide the best information to address the purpose of the research. For
example, in research on effective teaching it may be most informative to
observe “expert” or “master” teachers rather than all teachers. To study
effective schools it may be most informative to interview key personnel,
such as the principal and teachers who have been in the school a number of years. The use of “selected precincts” for political polls is a type of
purposive sampling.
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Purposive sampling is not widely used in quantitative studies. In
qualitative research, on the other hand, some type of purposive sampling is almost always used. Purposive sampling is illustrated by the following excerpts. Further discussion of sampling for qualitative studies is
included in Chapter 10.

,_(_, _.’ .:

,:,. ‘. ,:’ ‘h\j
;
,.‘
,,.
“Introductory psychology students (N = ilO) volunteered to take the Dogmatism Scale (Form E) for experimental credit. From the upper and lower
: quartiles on the Dogmatism Scale, 44 high and 44 low dogmatic subjects
’ were selected for the experiment.” (Rickards and Slife, 1987, pp.
‘. 636-637) Notice also that this is a convenience sample.
..,:..,‘
::,.‘
.‘
-

: : ‘kxahip/&3: Purposive sainpring

;;.’

“Four second-grade and two firstgrade teachers from public ‘xhools in ‘.,
the San Francisco Bay Area participated in the study. All were women with
,I at least 10 years of teaching experience at the elementaty level. Teach; ers were recruited to include as wide a range of backgrounds and approaches in the teaching of mathematics as possible. Some were recom:. mended by their principals as being strong mathematics teachers who
- had been involved in various insetvice and curriculum development activities. Others agreed to participate in the study because they were interested but did not consider themselves to be particularly outstanding
: mathematics teachers.” (Putnam, 1987, pp. 17-18)
“Six schools were selected from the 26 in the district. Selection was governed by the need to capture the variability of retention practices within
the district. For example, two schools with high-retaining and three with
‘. low-retaining kindergartens were selected, along with one school that had
a developmental kindergarten and a transition (between kindergarten and
‘. first grade) class.” (Smith and Shepard. 1988, p. 311)

,

1
1
)‘I

Quota Sampling Quota sampling is used when the researcher is unable
to take a probability sample but still wants a sample that is representative
of the entire population. Different composite profiles of major groups
in the population are identified, and then subjects are selected, nonrandomly, to represent each group. A type of quota sampling that is common in educational research is conducted to represent geographic
areas or types of communities, such as urban, rural, and suburban. Typ
ically, a state is divided into distinct geographic areas, and cases are selected to represent each area. As in availability and purposive sampling,
there is a heay reliance on the decisions of the researcher in selecting
the sample, and appropriate caution should be used in interpreting the

RSUltr.
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HOW SUBJECTS AND SAMPLING AFFECT RESEARCH
In reading and interpreting research you will need to be conscious of
how the sampling procedures might have affected the results and how
the characteristics of the subjects affect the usefulness and the generalizability of the results.

Knowledge of Sampling Procedures
To understand how sampling may affect research it is essential to know
the characteristics of different sampling procedures. This knowledge
will help you interpret the sample that is used. You should first be able
to identify the sampling procedure and then evaluate its adequacy in addressing the research problem and in supporting the conclusions. It will
be helpful to know the strengths and weaknesses of each sampling procedure, as summarized in Table 4.1.

Volunteer Samples
A continuing problem in educational research, as well as in most social
science research, is the use of volunteers as subjects. It is well documented that volunteers differ from nonvolunteers in important ways.
Volunteers tend to be better educated, higher socioeconomically, more
intelligent, more in need of social approval, more sociable, more unconventional, less authoritarian, and less conforming than nonvolunteers. Obviously, volunteer samples may respond differently than nonvolunteers because of these characteristics.
One way volunteers are used is in survey research. The researcher
typically sends questionnaires to a sample of individuals and tabulates
the responses of those who return them. Often the percentage of the
sample returning the questionnaire will be 50 to 60 percent or even
lower. In this circumstance the sample is said to be biased in that the results may not be representative of the population. Thus, the nature of
the results depends on the types of persons who respond, and generalizability to the target population is compromised. The specific effect that
a biased sample has on the results depends on the nature of the study.
For example, a study of the relationship between educational level and
occupational success would be likely to show only a small relationship if
only those who are most successful respond. Without some subjects who
are not successful in the sample, success cannot be accurately related to
the level of education. If a survey of teachers is conducted to ascertain
their general knowledge and reading and writing skills, the results
would probably be higher than the true case because of the tendency of
volunteers to be better educated.
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Table 4.1 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF SAMPLING METHODS
Method
of sampling

Strengths

Weaknesses

1. Usually representative
of the population
2. Easy to analyze and
interpret results

1. Requires numbering each
element in the population
2. Larger sampling error
than in stratified sampling

Probability
Simple random

Systematic

3. Easy to understand
1. 1, 2, and 3 above

Proportional
stratified

2. Simplicity of drawing
sample
1. 1, 2, and 3 of simple
random
2. Allows subgroup
comparisons

Disproportional
stratified

Cluster

3. Usually more
representative than
simple random or
systematic
4. Fewer subjects needed
5. Results represent
population without
weighting
1. 1, 2, 3, and 4 of
proportional stratified
2. Assures adequate
numbers of elements
in each subgroup

1. LOW cost

2. Requires lists of
elements
3. Efficient with large

1. Periodicity in list of
population elements

1. Requires subgroup
identification of each
population element
2. Requires knowledge of
the proportion of each
subgroup in the
population
3. May be costly and
difficult to prepare lists of
population elements in
each subgroup.

1. 1, 2, and 3 of proportional
stratified
2. Requires proper
weighting of subgroup to
represent population
3. Less efficient for
estimating population
characteristics
1. Less accurate than simple
random, systematic, or
stratified
2. May be difficult to collect
data from all elements in
each cluster
3. Requires that each
population element be
assigned to only one
cluster
(continued)
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Table 4.1 (continued)
Method
of sampling
Nonprobability
Convenience

1. Less costly
2. Less timeconsuming
3. Ease of administration

Purposive

Quota

1. Difficult to generalize to
other subjects
2. Less representative of an
identified population
3. Results dependent on
unique characteristics of
the sample

4. Usually assures high
participation rate
5. Generalization possible
to similar subjects
1. 1. 2, 3, 4. and 5 of
1.
convenience
2. Adds credibility to
qualitative research
3. Assures receipt of needed
information
1. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of
1.
convenience
2,‘More representative of 2.
population than
convenience or
purposive

1, 2, and 3 of
convenience

1, 2, and 3 of
convenience
Usually more timeconsuming than
convenience or purposive

Volunteers are commonly used in research because the availability
of subjects is often limited by time and resources. There have been thousands of studies with teachers who volunteer their classes for research.
Much research on school-age children requires written permission from
parents, and this necessity can result in a biased sample. Suppose a researcher needed parents’permission to study their involvement in the
education of their children. Chances are good that parents who are relatively involved would be most likely to agree to be in the study, affecting
a description of the nature of parental involvement for “all” students.

Sample Size
An important consideration in judging the credibility of research is the

size of the sample. In most studies there are restrictions that limit the
number of subjects, although it is difficult to know when the sample is
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too small. Most researchers use general rules of thumb in their studies,
such as having at least 30 subjects for correlational research, and at least
15 subjects in each group in an experiment. In surveys that sample a
population, often a vely small percentage of the population must be
sampled, for example, less than 5 or even 1 percent. Of course if the SWvey sample is too small, it is likely that the results obtained cannot characterize the population. Formal statistical techniques can be applied to
determine the number of subjects needed, but in most educational
studies these techniques are not used.
In educational research a major consideration with sample size is
concluding that a study with a relatively small sample that found no difference or no relationship is true. For example, suppose that you are
studying the relationship between creativity and intelligence and, with a
sample of 20 students, found that there was no relationship. Is it reasonable to conclude that in reality there is no relationship? Probably
not, since a probable reason for not finding a relationship is because
such a small sample was used. In addition to the small number of sub
jects, it is likely that there may not be many differences in either creativity or intelligence, and without such differences it is impossible to find
that the two variables are related. That is, with a larger sample that has
different creativity and intelligence scores, a relationship may exist.
This problem, interpreting results that show no difference or relationship with small samples, is subtle but very important in educational research since so many studies have small samples. As we will see in Chapter 9, it is also possible to misinterpret what is reported as a “significant”
difference or relationship with a very large sample. Also, a sample that
is not properly drawn from the population is misleading, no matter
what the size.

Subject Motivation
Sometimes subjects will be motivated to respond in certain ways. Clues
for this phenomenon will be found in the description of how the sub
jects were selected. For example, if a researcher was interested in studying the effectiveness of computer simulations in teaching science, one
approach to the problem would be to interview teachers who used computer simulations. The researcher might even ivant to select only those
science teachers who had used the simulations more than two years. It is
not hard to understand that the selected teachers, because they had
been using the simulations, would be motivated to respond favorably tcward them. The response would be consistent with the teachers’ decision to use simulations. Psychology students may be motivated to give inaccurate responses in studies conducted by their psychology professor if
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they do not like the professor, or they may respond more favorably if
they want t” help a prof?ww thev like.

Sampling Bias
In selecting a sample from a population there is always some degree of
sampling error. This error is the discrepancy between the true value of a
variable for the population and the value that is calculated from the
sample, and it is expected and precisely estimated as part of sampling. A
different type of error is due to sampling bias, a type of sampling error Sampling bias: Sampling error
that is controlled or influenced by the researcher to result in misleading caused bY the researcher.
findings. Occasionally researchers will deliberately skew the sampling.
The most obvious deliberate bias is selecting only those subjects that will
respond in a particular way to support a point or result. For instance, if a
researcher is measuring the values of college students and wants to show
that the students are concerned about helping others and being involved in community service, bias would result if the researcher deliberately selected students in education or social work and ignored majors
that might not be so altruistically oriented. Selecting friends or colleagues may also result in a biased sample. An even more flagrant type
of bias occurs when a researcher discards some subjects because they
have not responded as planned or keeps adding subjects until the desired result is obtained. Sampling bias also occurs nondeliberately, often
because of inadequate knowledge of what is required to obtain an unbiased sample and the motivation to “prove” a desired result or point of
view. In qualitative studies the researcher needs to be particularly careful about possible unintended bias if sampling changes during the
study.
Bias can also result from selecting subjects from different populations and assigning them to different groups for an experiment or comparison. Suppose a researcher used graduate sociology students to receive a treatment in an experiment and graduate psychology students as
a control group. Even if the samples were selected randomly from each
population, differences in the populations, and consequently samples,
in attitudes, values, knowledge, and other variables could explain why
certain results were obtained.

CONSUMER TIPS: CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING SUBJECTS
SECTIONS OF REPORTS AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES
1. The subjects in tbe study should be clearly described, and the
description should be specific and detailed. Demographic characteris-
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tics, such as age, gender, socioeconomic status, ability, and grade level,
should be indicated, as well as any unique characteristics, for example,
gifted students, students enrolled in a psychology class, or volunteers,
2. The population should be clearly defied. It is especially important to provide a specific definition of the population in studies using
probability sampling. Vague descriptions, such as “retired workers” or
“high-ability students,” should be avoided. The characteristics of each
stratum in a stratified sampling procedure should also be included.
3. The method of sampling should be dearly described. The specific type of sampling procedure, such as simple random, stratified, cluster, or convenience, should be explicitly indicated in sufficient detail to
enable other researchers to replicate the study.
4. The return rate should be indicated and analyzed. In studies
that survey a population, the return rate of questionnaires should be indicated. If the return rate is less than 60 percent, the researcher should
analyze the implications of excluding a significant portion of the population. This step is accomplished by comparing the nonrespondents to
those who returned the questionnaires to determine if there are significant differences between the groups.
5. The selection of subjects should be free of bias. The procedures
and criteria for selecting subjects should not result in systematic error.
Bias is more likely when a researcher is “proving” something to be true,
with convenience samples, and when volunteers are used as subjects.
6. Selection procedures should be appropriate for the problem be
ing investigated. If the problem is to investigate science attitudes of middle school students, it would be inappropriate to use high school studenw as subjects. If the problem is to study the characteristics of
effective teaching, the work of student teachers would probably not be
very representative of effective teaching behaviors.
7. There should be an adequate number of subjects. If the sample
is selected from a population, the sample size must be large enough to
represent the population accurately. There must also be a su&ient
number of subjects in each subgroup that is analyzed. Studies with small
samples that report no differences or no relationships should be viewed
with caution since a higher number or a better selection of subjects may
result in meaningful differences or relationships. Studies that have a
very large number of subjects may report “signif&mt” differences or relationships that are of little practical utility.
8. Qualitative studies should have informative and knowledgeable
subjects. Since the purpose of qualitative research is to understand a
phenomenon in depth, it is important to select subjecti that will provide
the richest information. The researcher should indicate the criteria
used to select subjecw, the reasons why these particular individuals were
selected, and the strategies used for selecting subjects during the study.
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OUTLINE SUMMARY
I. Subject selection.
A. Participants from whom data are gathered.
B. Population.
1. Group to whom results are generalized.
2. Described by delimiting variables.
c. Sample.
II. Procedures for selecting subjects.
A. Probability sampling.
1. Subjects selected from a larger population.
2. Always some error in sampling.
3. Simple random sampling.
a. Every member of the population has the same chance of
being selected.
b. Every member of the population m”st be numbered.
4. Systematic random sampling.
a. Subjects are selected without numbering each member of
the population.
b. Periodicity may cause bias in the result.
5. Stratified random sampling.
a. Divides population into groups before sample selection.
b. Often provides a more accurate sample.
c. Desirable for comparing subgroups.
d. Proportional or disproportional selection.
6. Cluster sampling.
a. Naturally occurring groups of subjects are selected at random.
b. Usuall; less accurate.
7. Nonprobability sampling.
a. Very common and over time results in generalizable conclusions.
b. Convenience samples.
c. Purposive samples.
d. Quota sampling.
III. Subjects and sampling procedures affect research in several ways.
A. Volunteer subjects.
B. Sample size.
C. Subject motivation.
D. Sampling bias.
IV. Criteria for evaluating subjects sections of reports and sampling.
A. Clearly defined subjects, population, and sampling design.
B. Adequate and/or analyzed return rate.
C. Selection should be free of bias.
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D. Selection should be appropriate to the problem.
E. Sample size should be adequate.
F. Qualitative research should use the most knowledgeable and informative subjects.

STUDY QUESTIONS
1. What is a sample and a population?
2. why is it important to define the population as specifically as
possible?
3. What is the difference between probability and nonprobability
sampling?
4. When should a researcher use stratified random sampling?
5. How is cluster sampling different from stratified sampling?
6. Why should readers of research be cautious of studies that use a
convenience sample?
7. What are some strengths and weaknesses of various types of
sampling?
8. How can volunteer subjects cause bias in a study?
9. Why is sample size an important consideration in research that
fails to find a “significant” difference or relationship?
10. In what ways can sampling be biased?
11. Give an example of a study that used both stratified and systematic sampling.
12. What is the difference between a convenience and a purposive
sample?
\
13. What criteria should be used in judging the adequacy of a subjects
section in a report or sampling procedure?

SAMPLE TEST QUESTIONS
Answers are provided in Appendix A.
1. The sampling frame is most similar to the
a. population.
b. sample.
c. participants.
d. elements.
2. We use the results obtained from a sample to
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a. generalize to the population.
b. stratify the sample.
c. select convenience samples.
d. identify the subjects used in the study
3. It is important to have a complete description of the sample to be
able to
a. stratify the sample.
b. describe the population.
c. generalize the results
d. select informative subjects.
4. Probability sampling is to systematic sampling as nonprobability
sampling is to
a. stratified sampling.
b. proportional sampling.
c. disproportional sampling.
d. purposive sampling.
5. Systematic sampling is preferred when
a.. stratified sampling is not possible.
b. certain subjects need to be selected because of their position or
special knowledge.
c. it is not possible to number all members of the population.
d. there is paiodicity in a list of the population.
6. A researcher decides to select a sample by taking simple random
samples from three subgroups that have been identified from the
population. What type of sampling was used?
a. Proportional.
b. Cluster.
c. Convenience.
d. Stratified.
7. In qualitative research the sampling procedure is most likely to be
a. purposive.
b. cluster.
c. quota.
d. systematic.
8. If your subjects have volunteered to participate in your study, what
will you need to be careful about so that the research is credible?
a. Sample size that is inadequate.
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b. Sampling bias.
c. Whether the sampling was proportional or disproportional.
d. Whether the sampling was systematic.
9. When a study has a small number of subjects and finds no relationship among the variables studied, it can typically be concluded that
a. there is no relationship among the variables.
b. there is a relationship among the variables.
c. it is not possible to conclude that there is no relationship
among the variables.
d. the study is not very credible.
10. Each of the following about the subjects should be indicated in a
research report EXCEPT
a. return rate of surveys.
b. method of sampling.
c. a clear description of the subjects.
d. names of the subjects.

